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Bear Story

Bear Story

Rehabilitation process

BJ

BJ arrived at the BSBCC on November

When entering his new environment and surroundings,
22nd

2018 (when

BJ took some time to adapt in the den. But as soon as

he was just two years old), weighing 33.8kg. He is the

he settled down and was no longer traumatized, he was

61st bear rescued by the BSBCC. He is an energetic

given a chance to integrate with a larger social group of

five-year-old male sun bear that is now staying in Bear

female bears - Kina, Sika, Soo, and Diana. By integrating

House 2.

with other bears, he can learn how to be a REAL bear
and adjust his life living with bears, not humans.

The Back Story
In the wild, a sun bear cub is usually under it’s mother’s

To proceed with the rehabilitation process, BJ, Kina, Sika

care until two to three years of age; unfortunately we

and Soo were moved to Bear House 2 and released into

believe BJ’s mother was either poached or killed, and

Pen G. However, before BJ was released into the forest

therefore BJ became another victim in the illegal animal

enclosure Pen G, he needed to undergo fence training.

trade.
BJ was purchased in Sonsogon village, Pitas for RM300
and then kept as a house pet from the tender age of just
five months old. His previous owner had fed him with
rice, meat, honey, and fruits.

Image: BJ with a confused expression on his face was trying to adapt to his new
environment.

Image: BJ was sent to BSBCC by Wildlife Rescue Unit (WRU), the Sabah Wildlife
Department (SWD) and arrived at 5.25pm.
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BJ is available for the My Bear Adoption Programme.

new environment for him. But he tried to be brave and

To get more information about our exclusive adoption

when he did step out into the forest, he fell in love with

and to adopt BJ, you can visit our website by clicking or

it. He loves the texture of the ground which is covered

tapping the QR code below.

with soil, not concrete, the place where he truly belongs.
BJ learnt a lot about how to behave as a real sun bear

Text by Poon Siau Hui

again, bonding with his friends.

Photos by Chiew Lin May & Seng Yen Wah

Hopefully, one day he will fulfill all the criteria of a wild
sun bear and have a chance to feel freedom in the
rainforest.

Image: Sniffing the food bait which led him out from the indoor den.

Image: BJ got some fruits right after he stepped into Pen G.

Image: From left: BJ, Sika and Soo.
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At first, BJ was afraid to go outside as this was another

4
Bear Story

From MARKET to HOME

Fence training

Rescued Bear Number No.56, Soo, was traded in Sook,

Soo was transferred to a bear house with her friends:

Keningau in 2015. She was purchased by her former

Sika, Kina and BJ in 2020. Once she settled down in the

owner for RM350 and then lived as a pet for two years

bear house, the next step of her rehabilitation process

in the interior division of Sabah. In 2017, Sabah Wildlife

was fence training. Suprisingly, Soo was the first to pass

Department rescued Soo and handed her over to BSBCC

the fence training among her friends. Later, and together

when she was already three years old.

with Sika, Kina and BJ who passed their fence training,
we released all of them into a forest enclosure. However,

Soo is traumatized. She did not adjust well to the

it did took Soo a few months before she gathered the

surroundings in the beginning, and was always in a

courage to step out into the forest. She has made a

heightened alert state. As her behaviour improved

significant improvement by finally being brave enough

slowly, we decided that Soo’s rehabilitation process

to indulge herself in nature, and be back by afternoon,

might take a positive turn by integrating her with Sika,

waiting for the keepers to bring her back into the bear

Kina and BJ - three young sun bears - and Diana, our

house later in the evening.

adult female sun bear. Although it was difficult for her
initially, she eventually got along with all the other sun

The rehabilitation process undergone by Soo with BSBCC

bears, and soon she was able to eat, play and sleep

may take more time. However, BSBCC will continue

together with them.

to put in the effort to aid her with the rehabilitation
programme.
We would like to convey our appreciation to Perbadanan
Insurans Deposit Malaysia (PIDM), who is adopting
Soo under the My Bear Adoption Programme, which
further aids our cause to give a second chance to the
rescued Bornean sun bears in Sabah, Malaysia.
Text by Pradeep Aggi Gunasegaran
Photos by Chiew Lin May & Seng Yen Wah

Image: Soo finally gathered the courage to venture into our forest enclosure.
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smallest bear in the world? Our media socials contain lots of videos suitable for kids to watch and learn! Scan or
tap the following QR codes below to view some of our informative videos.
An amazing sun bear showing off her climbing skills at

At four months old, Luna the sun bear already has

BSBCC. Sun bears are by far the bears we know least

great climbing skills! Really amazing to see the growing

about in the world.

development of Luna.

Luna is almost four months old and weighs almost 5kg.

Luna the sun bear found an ant nest in the forest. This is

She is getting darker and stronger.

what she did to the nest...

Luna exploring the forest to look for potential foods. Sun

Equpped with strong and sharp claws, sun bears dig

bears need the rainforest to survive. There is no plan B

through decayed wood in the forest to look for foods like

for them.

termites, ants, beetles, and even earthworms!
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We believe education is the key of exposure to a new knowledge! Want to know or learn about the sun bears, the
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BSBCC Corner

BSBCC CORNER

You can learn so much about them virtually, plus you

VIRTUAL TOUR

will have an opportunity to ask us loads of burning

A Struggle to Survive the COVID-19 Pandemic The Fight Continues
Before the COVID-19 outbreak, the tourism industry was
the mainstay of our Centre revenue source, especially
since our opening to the public as a tourism hotspot
in Sepilok. The COVID-19 pandemic has hit us hard,
affecting the tourism industry all over the world, thus
creating a major challenge for us to keep operating.

questions, of course all about sun bears!; here you will
meet our sun bear biologist with more than two decades
of experience in sun bear research - Dr (Hon) Wong
Siew Te.
Same Objectives, Different Experiences
Our ‘Virtual Tour’ experience is far different from the
physical tour of our Centre. The reasons are as follows:

Our Centre currently houses a 43 rescued sun bears
and a captive-born cub; our daily operations revolve
around attending to the wellbeing of our bears: foods,
medication, enrichments, and maintenance projects on
their home; all costing us a hefty amount of budget. As
a non-profit organization, we do depend on our online
sales, adoption programme, donations and virtual tours
to keep operating for the bears during this challenging
time.
Experience

A

Different

View

of

the

World’s

Smallest Bear
We are in dire need of support from everybody; one of
the ways you can support us is to register for our ‘Virtual
Tour’; this is the best way for you to acquire knowledge
and experience about sun bears, or maybe look back
fondly on the moments when you were at our Centre
long ago, whilst doing a good deed to support us.
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Why don’t you book a slot in our Virtual Tour and

Not everyone will have the chance to see a sun bear up

see these treasures at BSBCC?

close to them, so during this tour, you are going to see

We are using Buddyz as our virtual tour platform. Click

the sun bears from a very realistic angle: on the ground

or scan the QR code below to book a slot for our virtual

level! (You will see it as if it is in front of you, you are

tour and you will be directed to our Buddyz booking

unlikely to get this close up when visiting us physically

page.

and viewing it from the above on the viewing platforms).
Text by Mohd. Haniff Busrah
2. Meet the Informative Papa Bear, Dr. Wong
What’s better than asking the expert himself? An
opportunity to raise questions about sun bears, the
tropical rainforest and wildlife conservation, directed to
the very person who set up and directs the BSBCC: Dr.
Wong Siew Te. (You won’t see him much around in our
Centre if you are here; he’s always busy on anything
related to sun bears).
3. Guaranteed Chance of Sighting
The tour time is the best viewing time: the bears’
presence is almost guaranteed for you! Plus, you will
get to see how the bears behave during their feeding
time. *Bonuses! You may also see orang-utans or other
wildlife during the tour!

Image: Interactive session between Dr. Wong and participants of the virtual tour while seeing the sun bears enjoying their treats.
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1. Different and closer viewing angle

Saving Sun Bear Book Club:
September and October 2021

8

BSBCC Webinar

BSBCC Corner

Catch up with the monthly Saving Sun Bears Book Club
Virtual meeting for the September and October sessions
by scanning or clicking the QR codes below.

About this webinar: The forum aimed to raise awareness on the values of
biodiversity and explain why it is a continuing task, an attitude. Over the past
decade, biodiversity has generated much interest, although Zoos, aquariums,
botanical gardens and nature shows are always popular. Yet beyond the knowedge
of few charismatic species, there exists a gap in public awareness about the critical
role that biodiversity plays in providing the essentials for our survival and well-being.
Societies and general economies have benefitted a lot from biodiversity throughout
the years. From the provision of food, preservation, restoration of human health
and well-being, to product innovation and invention. Biodiversity has contributed to
bussiness growth and development.
The lack of awareness and understanding of the immense values of biodiversity
has enabled societies to overus or misuse these resources. The lack of concern for
biodiversity also means less public support for its conservation and sustainable use
of biodiversity. To ensure that Asian countries and Malaysia become key players in
the advocacy for the management of biodiversity, Hall of Aspire, with a professional
and experienced panel, were discussed how important biodiversity is and how it
impacts our lives.
So
Image: Saving Sun Bear Book Club monthly virtual meeting on the
10th of September 2021.

Image: Saving Sun Bear Book Club monthly virtual meeting and
the launched of Wildlife Wong and the Pgymy Elephant on the 10th of
October 2021.
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•

Support Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre’s rescue and rehabilitation work by adopting a
sun bear. Options. 03rd September 2021. https://www.optionstheedge.com/topic/people/support-borneansun-bear-conservation-centres-rescue-and-rehabilitation-work-adopting?fbclid=IwAR39ewmWFLXeOsbacgJBhY6sn_Ddb0DoIwv_ZF931l3cFCq2FKdfKcFbRQ

•

Eden: Untamed Planet by BBC Earth explores the Borneo rainforests. Prestige. 15th September 2021.
https://www.prestigeonline.com/my/pursuits/art-culture/eden-untamed-planet-bbc-earth-explores-theborneo-rainforests/

•

[Video] Five reasons to visit Sabah with Malaysia Airlines. Travel Weekly UK. 12th October 2021. https://
www.facebook.com/watch/?v=380154096873546

•

Luna the sun bear cub’s birth a pleasant surprise. The Vibes. 19th October 2021. https://www.thevibes.
com/articles/lifestyles/45025/luna-the-sun-bear-cubs-birth-a-pleasant-surprise

•

Welcome to the world’s only sun bear conservation centre. Free Malaysia Today. 23rd October 2021.
https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/top-lifestyle/2021/10/23/welcome-to-the-worlds-only-sun-bearconservation-centre/?fbclid=IwAR1RKkMLfpCOe0K1PotEK6DH0wvT7ZcJuBQUfXPg5GmWJ4AXe5RH7QhDKqU

•

Poachers, exporters to face up to 15 years’ prison as Dewan Rakyat passes bill. The Vibes.com. 26th
October

2021.

https://www.thevibes.com/articles/news/45677/poachers-exporters-to-face-up-to-15-years-

prison-as-dewan-rakyat-passes-amendments?fbclid=IwAR2NPrf6DzFB6M10qSI9xfca9jimIsoeh5F5DPggI130qU
RG3rsL6S2nMzU
•

黃修德：法案三讀通過 盜獵罰100萬起阻懾作用 (The bill passes third reading, RM1mil fine now for poachers).
Sinchew.com.my. 30th October 2021. https://www.sinchew.com.my/20211030/黃修德：法案三讀通過 盜獵罰100萬
起阻懾作用 黄修德：法案三读通过-盗猎罚100万起阻慑作用/

Image: Free Malaysia Today, 23rd October 2021.
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BSBCC was also featured in the following online news:
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Volunteers & Internships

Volunteers & Internships

Internship at BSBCC

BSBCC currently houses 43 rescued and one captive-

international institutions for their internship at the

born sun bears in our two bear houses and a quarantine

Centre. Interns will have the opportunity to learn about

facility. Each day, the captive sun bears are provided

the rehabilitation of once captive sun bears. Interns will

with ample food and activities to stimulate healthy bear

also study the importance of bear enrichment and of

behaviour. Volunteers and interns help our keepers to

cleanliness of the facility. They will also be provided with

achieve our goals in looking after the welfare of these

a rare opportunity to learn about the behaviours of this

bears and helping them in their rehabilitation process.

little-known species up close.

BSBCC Volunteer Programme

BATs group

BSBCC continues to receive help from volunteers across

The BATs group programme at BSBCC will learn about

the world. The BSBCC volunteer programme, conducted

sun bear ecology, helping in basic building techniques

in collaboration with APE Malaysia, has been active up

and develop their skills in teamwork and leadership

to mid-March 2020, before the COVID-19 pandemic

skills in the challenging environment.

BSBCC

welcomes

students

from

any

local

and

has put a hold on the programme until further notice.
Volunteers in this programme were supervised by
BSBCC staff with much-appreciated assistance from
the APE Malaysia team. Besides helping the keepers
in caring for the bears at the Centre, volunteers also
helped to spread awareness on the plights of sun bears

If you would like to make a difference and enjoy the
experience of a lifetime, please join us. Learn about our
volunteer programme on our website www.bsbcc.org.
my/volunteer.html or email us at info.bsbcc@gmail.com
for further enquiries.

through the education booth at our visitor Centre. Let’s
hope that the COVID 19 pandemic will end quickly so
everyone can come and contribute as volunteers and
interns.
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There have been many unforgettable moments during

10 Weeks of Memorable Moments
by Poon Siau Hui

these days. Making various types of enrichment for all
the bears (sambil membawang HAHAHA), going out to
collect banana leaves, going into the forest to search

Greetings to everyone, my name is Poon Siau Hui,
although most of the time they call me Ashley and I
am from Sandakan. Straight after my internship, I
am entering my final year studying Animal Resource

for termite’s nests, observing Romolina, Logan and
Joe for their integration with other adult bears, doing
maintenance jobs in the bear house, and I even had the
opportunity to learn how to use water jets and so on.

Science and Management better known as Zoology
at University Malaysia Sarawak. My application for an
intern placement at the BSBCC was in my plan during
my first year of study. I am glad that I did my internship
during the COVID-19 pandemic period.
I was assigned to a buddy to guide me throughout my
10 weeks internship, Julamih, a junior bear keeper.
Although he was still quite new at the BSBCC, he taught
me as much as he knew. Both of us learn from each
other. But during the last few weeks of my placement,
he was transferred to Quarantine, which I could not join.
So, for this period I was guided by different keepers
daily.
Image: Feeding time for Chin.

From only knowing Amaco at first, now I can recognize
all the bears. I feel a little proud of myself. Whenever
I had free time, I went to observe the bears while they
were eating, enjoying enrichments that I made and
smiling at them as I felt so grateful that I had a chance
to observe them closely. I was able to join Linggam, a
male sun bears’ health check too! That was an exciting
yet nervous moment!

Image: Julamih and I were measuring the fire hose for heart shape cube enrichment.

As the Centre is still not open to the public, most of my
work is animal husbandry. The bear care unit members
are split into different groups to complete morning
routines. These include cleaning the dens in Bear House
1, Bear House 2 and Quarantine, working in the kitchen,
fence check, medic, faecal check and feeding. A weekly
roster is prepared with rotations into these different
departments. Bear in mind, that volunteering at the
BSBCC requires physical preparation. All jobs require a
high amount of energy such as cleaning the dens, hiking
during fence checking, carrying bowls which contain at
least 2kg of fruits to feed in the outside enclosures. I am
getting stronger day by day.
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Image: From making a nest, to a ball shape, Nestball.
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Volunteer Story

Roger and Adneen, who never underestimated me and

hug to all the bear care unit members: Yen Wah, Julamih,

were willing to help me as their temporary buddy. Not

Mizuno, Dr. Boon, Roger, Adneen, Danny, Pradeep, and

to forget our Papa Bear, Dr. Wong who advised me on

David. Thank you for welcoming me during my first day.

my future and shared his precious pathway working with

I did not feel awkward but filled with warmth! Thank you

sun bears from zero to now. I truly appreciate all the

for all the jokes that made my day full of laughter and

knowledge and skills that I gained throughout these 10

fun. Thank you for sharing all your experience in this

weeks. I’m going to miss you all and the bears, looking

field and teaching me to do something new which I have

forward to my next visit to the Bornean Sun Bear

never done before.

Conservation Centre.

Image: I’m sweating on tighten up the U bolt nut.

Image: Hooray! The structure was QC checked by us! Safe for the bears!

Image: Hehehe holding the wood structure while Adneen ties it up.

Image: Sitting on another new installed hammock before letting the bears try it.

Image: Thank you, Wawa, for taking such a nice shoot of photos. BSBCC is perfect for volunteering, and I am sure that you won’t get bored during your days in here.
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Finally, I would like to give a huge thank you and big bear

Adoption Programme

2021

Share

Bear

1. Alysia Hall

28. Lean Yee Xuan & Lean

2. Ang Meng Xuan & Ang

Yeen Yee

Meng Rou

29. Leandra Yvonne

3. Angelika Hansen

30. Lee Ee Song

4. Beverly Smith

31. Lee Yee Hong & Lee

5. Bronwen Young

Yeen Tian

6. Cathy Dent

32. Luke & Anna

7. Celine Ch’ng Guat Peng

33. Maggie Briones & How

8. Ching Shyan Kuit

Wai Kin

9. Chua Sha Fen

34. Marilyn S Young

10. Chua Xing Ee & Chua

35. Mark & Catherine

Seng Wen

McCoy

11. Darren Tee Hou Yi &

36. Megan Weckert

Desmond Hou Yang

37. Michelle & Tim

12. DAY6 & MY DAYS

38. Mrs B C Gurney

13. Deborah Clemens

39. Ng Zhan Zing

14. Declan Ng Khai Yuen

40. Oh Jervy

15. Dr. Patrica Wheeler

41. Paul & Renu Wilson

16. Elisabeth Mason

42. Punn Sze Hung

17. Elizabeth Claire

43. Quek Ker Yin & Quek

Reichstein

Ker Yen

18.Evelyn Martha Seng

44. Robert Messeter

19. Farben Technique (M)

45. Robin Koh

Sdn Bhd

46. Stefan Soltau

20. Grace Ho & Gideon Ho

47. Tan Yu En & Tan Yu

21. Henry du Plessis

Han

Adopt our Share Bears now!

22. Hilda Kah Woi Ching

48. Tee Yi Zen

Show your supports to our Centre to take care of the

23. Izac Lee Zhen Xi

49. Tung Yun Huan & Tung

world’s smallest bears by adopting one of the following

24. Jackie Ramm

Yun Rui

bears below:

25. Joshua Gong J Shern & 50. Victoria Lee

corporation by adopting a sun bear or buying a gift for
our sun bears (such as: medicine, food, or toys) to show
you care and support the valuable work of BSBCC.
Adopting a bear is a great way to learn about sun bears
while helping BSBCC meet the costs of rehabilitation.
Funds raised by the adoption program are used to
provide and create a better living condition for all of our
bears.
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51. Wong Bing Haw

26. Judith Price

52. Yee Lisan & Roy

27. Keith Lim Kai Yuan,

Ferdinand

Joyce Lim Jia Qi, Lee Yin
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Yin & Felicia Lim Shi Ting

54. Yurin Tong Cai Ling &
Yunus Tong Jun Yuan
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Adoption Programne

Welcome a sun bear into your family, class, club or

September/October
adopters

OM adopted by Julie Clemitson (September 2021)

OM adopted by Julie Clemitson (October 2021)

KINA adopted by Zelda Vikos (October 2021)

To all our supporters, donors and adopters, all of your supports (such as: monetary, morale, hope and prayers) do
mean a lot to us, especially during this time of the COVID-19 pandemic. Your kindness will be forever in our mind,
and will help us to persevere in our fight for the sun bear cause. Thank you!
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September/October My Bear Adopters 2021
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Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases will help
us to protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.

Please click or scan on the QR code for the order form
if you are interested in purchasing our merchandises.
Terms and conditions:
1. No cancellation upon confirmation of purchase.
2. Price shown are inclusive of GST 0%.
Additional charges for shipping will be incurred.
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Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases will help
us to protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.

Please click or scan on the QR code for the order form
if you are interested in purchasing our merchandises.
Terms and conditions:
1. No cancellation upon confirmation of purchase.
2. Price shown are inclusive of GST 0%.
Additional charges for shipping will be incurred.
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Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases will help
us to protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.

Saving Sun Bears: One
Man’s Quest to Save A
Species

Wildlife Wong and the Sun
Bear

Wildlife Wong and the
Orangutan

Wildlife Wong and the
Pygmy Elephant

Price: RM100

Price: RM38

Price: RM38

Price: RM38

The Wild Treehouse of
Borneo

River of Borneo

The Sun Bear’s Food Hunt

I Belong to the Forest

Price: RM45

Price: RM12.90

Price: RM50

Price: RM45

Animal Story Bundle Book
(English version)

Animal Story Bundle Book
(Chinese version)

Beautiful Borneo
Colouring Book

Price: RM51.60

Price: RM51.60

Price: RM25

The Sun Bear Voice
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Wild Adventure
Price: RM62
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Donors & Contributors
and financial support from various individuals and

agencies. We acknowledge the continuous support from
the following contributors:

Lin Soh Chen

•

Stephen November

•

Ling Leh Huong

•

Sui Pek Kuen

•

Loh Hui Yan

•

Susan Whin

•

Lok Yak Ching

•

Tan Chooi Pheng Jacob

•

Louise Newphry

•

Tan May Leng

•

Madura Pathirana

•

Tan Yu En & Tan Yu Han

•

Aily Punn

•

Fatin Nadiah

•

Alexandra Howes

•

Marilyn Charlene

•

Tanya Stevenson

•

Fong Wuei Shuen

•

Alvina Kiu Hui Ling

•

Michelle Phoong

•

Tay Mei Sin

•

Gan Minni

•

Andrew Holmes

•

Mike Psinakis

•

Teoh Soo Ting

•

Gavin Thomson

•

Ang Meng Xuan & Ang

•

Mun Cheong

•

Teresa Rivas

•

Gry N

Meng Rou

•

Ng Han Zheng

•

Thai Ailin & Tan Soon

•

Hazel M Watts

•

Anne Mapson

•

Ng Kok Soon

•

Thio Hui Jin

•

Hazney Ibrahim

•

Biljana Markova

•

Ng Zhan Zing

•

Tiau Chuan Pein

•

Helena Wainwright

•

Brenton Head

•

Ngui Yen Leng

•

TT Wildlife Media

•

Heng Chai Yong

•

Catherine Waddams

•

Nicholas Miller

•

Won Yuet Yuen

•

Hng Lee Ying

•

Cecilia Poh Shiow Huei

•

Oh Jervy

•

Wong Chew Ting

•

Ho Ee Ni

•

Celestine Liew

•

Ong Kian Hong

•

Wong Fui Ping

•

Ho Hui Fang

•

Chai Yun Juan

•

Pamela Xin yi

•

Wong Meng Li

•

Honolulu Zoological

•

Cheah Ying Cheng

•

Pavel Berkovich

•

Wong On Mun

•

Hoo Chin Sheen

•

Cheng Wei Ni

•

Pua Sook Ling

•

Wong Yeong Shiang

•

Hui Li Chai

•

Cheong Chooi Yin

•

Pung Choy Hoong

•

Wong Yu Kit
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